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Abstrat: In this paper, we present an hybrid solver for linear systems that ombines
a Krylov subspae method as aelerator with some overlapping domain deomposition
method as preonditioner. The preonditioner uses an expliit formulation assoiated to
one iteration of the lassial multipliative Shwarz method. To avoid ommuniations and
synhronizations between subdomains, the Newton-basis GMRES implementation is used as
aelerator. Thus, it is neessary to divide the omputation of the orthonormal basis into two
steps: the preonditioned Newton basis is omputed then it is orthogonalized. The rst step
is merely a sequene of matrix-vetor produts and solutions of linear systems assoiated to
subdomains; we desribe the ne-grained parallelism that is used in these kernel operations.
The seond step uses a parallel implementation of dense QR fatorization on the resulted
basis.
At eah appliation of the preonditioner operator, loal systems assoiated to the sub-
domains are solved with some auray depending on the global physial problem. We
show that this step an be further parallelized with alls to external third-party solvers.
To this end, we dene two levels of parallelism in the solver: the rst level is intended for
the omputation and the ommuniation aross all the subdomains; the seond level of par-
allelism is used inside eah subdomain to solve the smaller linear systems indued by the
preonditioner.
Numerial experiments are performed on several problems to demonstrate the benets
of suh approahes, mainly in terms of global eieny and numerial robustness.
Key-words: domain deomposition, preonditioning, multipliative Shwarz, Parallel
GMRES, Newton basis, multilevel parallelism
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GMRES parallèle préonditionné par Shwarz
multipliatif
Résumé : Dans et artile, nous présentons un solveur hybride pour la résolution des
systèmes linéaires sur des arhitetures parallèles. Le solveur assoie un aélérateur basée
sur les sous-espaes de Krylov à un préonditionneur basé sur une déomposition de domaine.
Le préonditionneur est déni à partir d'une formulation expliite orrespondant à une
itération de Shwarz multipliatif. L'aélérateur est de type GMRES. Dans le but de réduire
la ommuniation entre les sous-domaines, nous utilisons une version parallèle de GMRES
qui divise en deux étapes la onstrution de la base du sous-espae de Krylov assoiée: La
première étape onsiste à generer les veteurs de la base dans un pipeline d'opérations à
travers tous les proesseurs. Les prinipales opérations ii sont les produits matrie-veteur
et les résolutions des sous-systèmes linéaires dans les sous-domaines. La deuxième étape
permet d'eetuer une fatorisation QR parallèle sur une matrie retangulaire formée par
les veteurs onstruits préédemment; ei permet d'obtenir une base orthogonale du sous-
espae de Krylov.
Les sous-systèmes issus de l'appliation du préonditionneur sont résolus à diérents
niveaux de préisions par une fatorisation LU ou ILU, en fontion de la diulté du prob-
lème sous-jaent. De plus, ette étape peut être faite en parallèle via des appels aux solveurs
externes. Pour ela, nous utilisons deux niveaux de parallélisme dans notre solveur global.
Le premier niveau permet de dénir les aluls et les ommuniations à travers les sous-
domaines. Le deuxième niveau est dénie à l'intérieur de haque sous-domaine pour la
résolution des sous-systèmes issus du préonditionneur.
Plusieurs tests numériques sont eetués pour valider l'eaité de ette approhe, en
partiulier pour les aspets d'eaité et de robustesse.
Mots-lés : Deomposition de domaine, preonditionnement, Shwarz multipliatif,
GMRES parallèle, Base de Newton, parallélisme multiniveaux.
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1 Introdution
In this paper, we are interested in the parallel omputation of the solution of the linear
system (1)
Ax = b (1)
with A ∈ Rn×n, x, b ∈ Rn. Over the two past deades, the GMRES iterative method
proposed by Saad and Shultz [33℄ has been proved very suessful for this type of systems,
partiularly when A is a large sparse nonsymmetri matrix. Usually, to be robust, the
method solves a preonditioned system (2)
M−1Ax = M−1b or AM−1(Mx) = b (2)
where M−1 is a preonditioner operator that aelerates the onvergene of the iterative
method.
On omputing environments with a distributed arhiteture, preonditioners based on
domain deomposition are of natural use. Their formulation redues the global problem
to several subproblems, where eah subproblem is assoiated to a subdomain; therefore,
one or more subdomains are assoiated to a node of the parallel omputer and the global
system is solved by exhanging informations between neighboring subdomains. Generally,
in domain deomposition methods, there are two ways of deriving the subdomains : (i) from
the underlying physial domain and (ii) from the adjaeny graph of the oeient matrix
A. In any of these partitioning tehniques, subdomains may overlap. Overlapping domain
deomposition approahes are known as Shwarz methods while non-overlapping approahes
refer to Shur omplement tehniques. Here, we are interested in preonditioners based on
the rst lass. Depending on how the global solution is obtained, the Shwarz method
is additive or multipliative [38, Ch. 1℄. The former approah omputes the solution of
subproblems simultaneously in all subdomains. It is akin to the blok Jaobi method;
therefore, the additive Shwarz method has a straightforward implementation in a parallel
environment [13℄. Furthermore, it is often used in onjuntion with Shur omplement
tehniques to produe hybrid preonditioners [14, 23, 34℄.
The multipliative Shwarz method builds a solution of the global system by alternating
suessively through all the subdomains; it is therefore similar to the blok Gauss-Seidel
method on an extended system; Thus, ompared to the additive approah, it will theoreti-
ally require fewer iterations to onverge. However, good eieny is diult to obtain in a
parallel environment due to the high data dependenies between the subdomains. The tra-
ditional approah to overome this is through graph oloring by assoiating dierent olors
to neighboring subdomains. Hene, the solution in subdomains of the same olor ould be
updated in parallel[38, Ch. 1℄. Reently, a dierent approah has been proposed [4, 6℄. In
that work, the authors proposed an expliit formulation assoiated to one iteration of the
multipliative Shwarz method. This formulation requires that the matrix is partitioned in
blok diagonal form [5℄ suh that eah blok has a maximum of two neighbors; from this
expliit formula, the residual vetor is determined out of the omputation of the new approx-
imate global solution, and therefore ould be parallelized through sequenes of matrix-vetor
produts and loal solutions in subdomains.
The rst purpose of this paper is to present the parallelism that is obtained when this
expliit formulation is used to build a preonditioned Krylov basis for the GMRES method.
This is ahieved through the Newton basis implementation proposed in [7℄ and applied in
[18, 37℄. Hene, the usual inner produts and global synhronizations are avoided aross all
the subdomains and the resulted algorithm leads to a pipeline parallelism. We will refer to
this as a rst-level of parallelism in GMRES. The seond and main purpose of our work here
RR n° 7342
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is to further use parallel operations when solving loal systems assoiated to subdomains.
To this end, we introdue a seond-level of parallelism to deal with those subsystems. The
rst observation is that for systems that arise from non-ellipti operators, the number of
subdomains should be small to guarantee the onvergene. Consequently, the loal systems
ould be very large and should be solved eiently to aelerate the onvergene. The seond
observation omes from the arhiteture of the urrent parallel omputers. These two levels
of parallelism enable an eient usage of the alloated resoures by dividing tasks aross and
inside all the available nodes. This approah has been reently used to enhane salability of
hybrid preonditioners based on additive Shwarz and Shur Complement tehniques [22℄.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 reall the expliit
formulation of the Multipliative Shwarz preonditioner. After that, a parallel implemen-
tation of the preonditioned Newton-basis GMRES is given. Setion 3 provides the seond
level of parallelism introdued to solve linear systems in subdomains. As those systems
should be solved several times with dierent right hand sides, the natural way is to use a
parallel third-party solver based on an (inomplete) LU fatorization. The parallelism in
these solvers is intended for distributed-memory omputers; we disuss the benets of this
approah. In setion 4, we provide intensive numerial results that reveal good performane
of this parallel hybrid solver. The matries of tests are taken either from publi aademi
repositories or from industrial test ases. Conluding remarks and future diretions of this
work are given at the end of the paper.
2 A parallel version of GMRES preonditioned by mul-
tipliative Shwarz
In this setion, the expliit formulation of the multipliative Shwarz method is introdued.
Then we show how to use it eiently as a parallel preonditioner for the GMRES method.
A good parallelism is obtained thanks to the use of the Newton-Krylov basis.
2.1 Expliit formulation of the multipliative Shwarz preondi-
tioner
From the equation (1), we onsider a permutation of the matrix A into p overlapping parti-
tions Ai. We denote by Ci the overlapping matrix between Ai and Ai+1 (i = 1, . . . , p− 1).
Here, eah diagonal blok has a maximum of two neighbors (see Figure 1.a). Assuming that
there is no full line (or olumn) in the sparse matrix A, suh partitioning an be obtained
from the adjaeny graph of A by means of prole redution and level sets [5℄. We dene A¯i
(resp. C¯i) the matrix Ai (resp. Ci) ompleted by identity to the size of A (see Figure 1.b).
If A¯i and C¯i are nonsingular matries, then the matrix assoiated to one iteration of the
lassial multipliative Shwarz method is dened [6℄ as :
M−1 = A¯p
−1
C¯p−1A¯
−1
p−1C¯p−2 . . . A¯2
−1
C¯1A¯1
−1
(3)
This expliit formulation is very useful to provide stand-alone algorithm for the essential
operation y ←M−1x used in iterative methods. However, sine dependenies between sub-
domains are still present in this expression, no eient parallel algorithm ould be obtained
for this single operation. Now, if a sequene of vetors vi should be generated suh that
vi ← M
−1Avi−1, then the algorithm would produe a very good pipeline parallelism. For
the preonditioned Krylov method, these vetors are simply those that span the Krylov
subspae. However, to get a parallel proess, the basis of this Krylov subspae should be
formed with the Newton polynomials as desribed in the next setion.
RR n° 7342
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(b): Completed submatrix
I
I
Ak
A1
C1
A3
A4
(a) : blok-diagonal form of A
A2
C3
C2
Figure 1: Partitioning of A into four subdomains
2.2 Bakground on GMRES with the Newton basis
A left preonditioned restarted GMRES(m) method minimizes the residual vetor rm =
M−1(b − Axm) in the Krylov subspae x0 + Km where x0 is the initial approximation, xm
the urrent iterate and Km = span{r0,M
−1Ar0, . . . , (M
−1A)mr0}. The new approximation
is of the form xm = x0 + Vmym where ym minimizes ||rm||. The most time onsuming part
in this method is the onstrution of the orthonormal basis Vm of Km; the Arnoldi proess
is generally used for this purpose [32℄. It onstruts the basis and orthogonalizes it in the
same time. The eet of this is the presene of global ommuniation between all the pro-
esses. Hene, no parallelism ould be obtained aross the subdomains with this approah.
However, synhronisation points an be avoided by deoupling the onstrution of Vm into
two independent phases : rst the basis is generated a priori then it is orthogonalized.
Many authors proposed dierent ways to generate this a priori basis [7, 40, 16℄. For
stability purposes, we hoose the Newton basis introdued by Bai et al [7℄ and used by Erhel
[18℄:
V̂m+1 = [µ0r0, µ1(M
−1A− λjI)r0, . . . , µm
m∏
j=1
(M−1A− λjI)r0] (4)
where µj and λj (j = 1, . . . , n) are respetively saling fators and approximate eigenvalues
of A. With a hosen initial vetor v0 = r0/||r0||, a sequene of vetors v1, v2, . . . , vm is rst
generated suh that:
vj = σj(M
−1A− λ1I)vj−1 j = 1 . . .m (5)
where
σj = 1/||(M
−1A− λjI)vj−1|| (6)
To avoid global ommuniation, the vetors vj are normalized at the end of the proess.
Hene, the salars µj from the equation (4) are easily omputed as the produt of salars
σj . These steps are explained in detail in the setion 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. At this point, we get
a normalized basis Vm suh that
M−1AVm = Vm+1Tm (7)
where Tm is a bidiagonal matrix with the salars σj and λj . Therefore, Vm should be
orthogonalized using a QR fatorization :
Vm+1 = Qm+1Rm+1 (8)
RR n° 7342
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As we show in setion 2.2.1 and following the distribution of vetors in Figure 3.(b), the
vis are distributed in bloks of onseutive rows between all the proessors; However, their
overlapped regions are not dupliated between neighboring proessors. Thus, to perform
the QR fatorization, we use a an algorithm introdued by Sameh [35℄ with a parallel
implementation provided by Sidje [37℄. Reently, a new approah alled TSQR has been
proposed by Demmel et al. [17℄ whih aims primarily to minimize the ommuniations and
better use the BLAS kernel operations. Their urrent algorithm used in [27℄ is implemented
with POSIX threads and ould only be used when a whole matrix Vm is available in the
memory of one SMP node. Nevertheless, the algorithm is SPMD-style and should be easily
ported to distributed memory nodes.
So far, at the end of the fatorization, we get an orthogonal basis Qm+1 impliitly
represented as a set of orthogonal reetors. The matrix Rm+1 is available in the memory of
the last proessor. To perform the minimization step in GMRES, we derive an Arnoldi-like
relation [32, Setion 6.3℄ using equation (7) and (8)
M−1AVm = Qm+1Rm+1Tm = Qm+1G¯m (9)
Hene the matrix G¯m is in Hessenberg form and the new approximate solution is given by
xm = x0 + Vmym where the vetor y minimizes the funtion J dened by
J(y) = ||βe1 − G¯mym||, β = ||r0|| e1 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]
T
(10)
The matrix G¯m is in the memory of the last proessor. Sine m << n, this least-square
problem is sequentially and easily solved using a QR fatorization of Gm. The outline of
this GMRES algorithm with the Newton basis an be found in [18℄.
2.2.1 Parallel proessing of the preonditioned Newton basis
In this setion, we generate the Krylov vetors vj , (j = 0, . . . ,m) of Vm+1 from the equation
(5). Consider the partitioning of the Figure 1 with a total of p subdomains. At this point,
we assume that the number of proesses is equal to the number of subdomains. Thus, eah
proess omputes the sequene of vetors v
(k)
j = (M
−1A− λjI)v
(k)
j−1 where v
(k)
j is the set of
blok rows from the vetor vj owned by proess Pk. The kernel omputation redues to some
extent to two major operations z = Ax and y = M−1z. For these operations, we onsider
the matries and vetor distribution on Figures 2 and 3. On eah proess Pk, the overlapping
submatrix is zeroed to yield the matrix Bi in Figure 2. In Figure 3.(b), the distribution for
the vetor x is plotted. The overlapping parts are repeated on all proesses. Hene, for eah
subvetor x(k) on proess Pk, x
(k)u
and x(k)
d
denote respetively the overlapping parts with
x(k−1) and x(k+1). The pseudoode for the matrix-vetor produt z = Ax follows then in
Algorithm 1.
Now we onsider the matrix distribution in Figure 3.(a) for the seond operation y =
M−1z. Aording to relation (3), eah proess k solves loally the linear system Akt
(k) = z(k)
for t(k) followed by a produt y(k)
d
= Ckt
(k)d
with the overlapped matrix Ck. However,
the proess Pk should reeive rst the overlapping part of y
(k−1)d
from the proess Pk−1.
Algorithm 2 desribes the appliation of the preonditioner M−1 to a vetor z. The form of
the M−1 operator produes a data dependeny between neighboring proesses. Hene the
omputation of a single vetor vj = (M
−1A− λjI)vj−1 is sequential overall the proessses.
However sine the vj are omputed one after another, a proess an start to ompute its
own part of the vetor vj even if the whole previous vetor vj−1 is not available. We refer
to this as a pipeline parallelism sine the vetors vj are omputed aross all the proesses
as in a pipeline. This would not be possible with the Arnoldi proess as all the global
RR n° 7342
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0
Bi =
Figure 2: Distribution for the matrix-vetor produt
A1
A2
C2
A3
C3
A4
C1
x(1)
x
(2)
x(3)
x(4)
x
(1)d = x(2)
u
x(2)
d
= x(3)
u
(a) : Distribution for the operation y ←M−1x (b) :Distribution of the vetor
Figure 3: Matrix and vetor splittings
ommuniations introdue synhronizations points between the proesses and prevent the
use of the pipeline; see for instane the data dependenies implied by this proess in Erhel
[18℄.
To better understand the atual pipeline parallelism, we reall here all the dependenies
presented in [39℄. For the parallel matrix-vetor produt in Algorithm 1, if we set z = h(x) =
Ax, then z(k) = hk(x
(k−1), x(k), x(k+1)) and the Figure 4.(a) illustrates these dependenies.
For the preonditioner appliation y ←M−1z as written in Algorithm 2, we set y = g(z) =
M−1z, then y(k) = gk(y
(k−1), z(k), z(k+1)) and dependenies are depited on Figure 4.(b).
Finally, for the operation y ← M−1Ax, if y = f(x) = AM−1x = hg(x), then y(k) =
fk(y
(k−1), x(k), x(k+1), x(k+2)) and we ombine the two graphs to have the dependenies on
Figure 5.a. Hene the dependeny x(k−1) is ombined with that of y(k−1). In the pipeline
ow omputation vj = f(vj−1), the dependeny x
(k+2)
in Figure 5.b delays the omputation
of the v
(k)
j until the subvetor v
(k+2)
j−1 is available. If there is a gool load balaning between
RR n° 7342
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Algorithm 1 z = Ax
1: /* Proess Pk holds Bk, x
(k)
*/
2: k ← myrank()
3: z(k) ← Bkx
(k)
; /* loal matrix-vetor produt */
4: if k < p then
5: Send z(k)
d
to proess Pk+1
6: end if
7: if k > 1 then
8: Reeive z(k−1)
d
from proess Pk−1
9: z(k)
u
← z(k)
u
+ z(k−1)
d
10: end if
11: /* Communiation for the onsisteny of overlapped regions */
12: if k > 1 then
13: Send z(k)
u
to proess Pk−1
14: Reeive z(k+1)
u
from proess Pk+1
15: z(k)
d
← z(k+1)
u
16: end if
17: return z(k)
Algorithm 2 y = M−1z
1: /* Proess Pk holds Ak, z
(k)
*/
2: k ← myrank()
3: if k > 1 then
4: Reeive y(k−1)
d
from proess Pk−1
5: z(k)
u
← y(k−1)
d
6: end if
7: Solve loal system Aky
(k) = z(k) for y(k)
8: if k < p then
9: y(k)
d
= Cky
(k)d
10: Send y(k)
d
to proess Pk+1
11: end if
12: /* Communiation for the onsisteny of overlapped regions */
13: if k > 1 then
14: Send y(k)
u
to proess Pk−1
15: end if
16: if k < p then
17: Reeive y(k+1)
u
from proess Pk+1
18: y(k)
d
= y(k+1)
u
19: end if
20: return y(k)
all the subdomains and if τ denotes a time to ompute a subvetor x(k) inluding the
ommuniation overhead, then the time to ompute one vetor is
t(1) = pτ (11)
and the time to ompute m vetors of the basis follows
t(m) = pτ + 3(m− 1)τ (12)
RR n° 7342
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Finally, the rst vetor is available after pτ and then, a new vetor is produed every 3τ
(see Figure 6). The eieny ep of the overall algorithm is therefore omputed as :
ep =
mt(1)
pt(m)
=
pτm
p(pτ + 3(m− 1)τ)
=
m
p+ 3(m− 1)
(13)
Hene, the eieny is lose to 1/3 for a large value of m. However, this result strongly
suggest to keep very small the number p of subdomains, relatively to m.
z
(2)x(2)
z
(1)x(1)
z
(4)x(4)
z(3)x(3)
y
(2)z(2)
y
(1)z(1)
y
(4)z(4)
y
(3)z(3)
(a): Graph for the matrix-vetor (b): Graph for applying M−1
Figure 4: Dependeny graphs
(a) (b)
z
(2)
z
(1)
z
(4)
y
(2)
y
(1)
y
(4)
y
(3)
y
(2)
y
(1)
y(4)
y
(3)
x(1)
x(4)
x(3)
x(2)
x(1)
x(4)
x(3)
x(2)
z
(3)
Figure 5: Dependeny graph for y = M−1Ax
2.2.2 Computation of shifts and saling fators
So far, we have not yet explained how to ompute the shifts λi and the saling fators σi of
the equation (5) and (6).
As suggested by Reihel [31℄, the values λj should be the m eigenvalues of greatest
magnitude of the matrixM−1A in order to have a well-onditioned Krylov basis. Sine these
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√
σ
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Figure 6: Double reursion during the omputation of the Krylov basis
eigenvalues annot be heaply omputed, we perform one iteration of lassial GMRES(m)
with the Arnoldi proess. Hene, the m eigenvalues omputed from the output Hessenberg
matrix are the approximate eigenvalues of the preonditioned global matrix [33, Setion 3℄.
These eigenvalues are arranged using the Leja ordering while grouping together two omplex
onjugate eigenvalues. Reently, Philippe and Reihel [29℄ proved that, in some ases, roots
of the Chebyhev polynomials an be used eiently.
The salars σi are determined without using global redution operations. Indeed, suh
operations introdue synhronisation points between all the proesses and onsequently de-
stroy the pipeline parallelism. The Algorithms 1 and 2 ompute in some extent the sequene
vj = (M
−1A − λiI)vj−1. We are interested in the salars σj = ||vj ||2. For this purpose,
on proess Pk, we dene by vˆ
(k)
j the subvetor v
(k)
j without the overlapping part. In the
Algorithm 2, after the line 8, an instrution is therefore added to ompute the loal sum
σ
(k)
j = ||vˆ
(k)
j ||
2
2. The result is sent to the proess Pk+1 at the same time as the overlapping
subvetor at line 10. The next proess Pk+1 reeives the result and adds it to its own ontri-
bution. This is repeated until the last proess Pp. Then at this step, the salar σ
(p)
j =
√
σ
(p)
j
is the norm ||vj ||2. An illustration is given in the Figure 6 during the omputation of the
vetor v3.
3 Parallel omputation of loal systems in subdomains
During eah appliation of the operator M−1, several linear systems Aky
(k) = z(k) should
be solved for y(k) with dierent values of z(k) (see Algorithm 2 line 7). The matries Ak, k =
(1 . . . p) are sparse and nonsymmetri as the global matrix A. Hene, during the whole
iterative proess and inside eah subdomain, a sparse linear system with dierent right hand
sides is being solved. On nowadays superomputers with SMP (Symmetri MultiProessing)
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nodes and with the availability of numerous parallel third-party solvers, it beomes also
natural to introdue another level of parallelism within eah subdomain. So, in this setion,
we give rst the motivations of using this seond level of parallelism. Then we disuss about
the appropriate solver to use in subdomains. Finally we give the main steps of our parallel
solver with these two levels of parallelism.
3.1 Motivations for two levels of parallelism
In domain deomposition methods, the lassial approah is to assign one or several subdo-
mains to a unique proessor. In terms of numerial onvergene and parallel performane,
this approah has some limitations, as pointed out in [22, 24℄:
 For some diult problems, suh as those arising from non-ellipti operators, the
number of iterations tends to inrease with the number of subdomains. It is therefore
essential to keep this number of subdomains small in order to provide a robust iterative
method. Moreover, with a xed size m of Krylov basis, a better eieny is obtained
with a small number of subdomains. By doing this, the subsystems are getting large
and ould not be solved eiently with only one proessor in a subdomain. In this
situation, the seond level of parallelism is improving the numerial onvergene of
the method while providing fast and eetive solutions in subdomains. On the other
hand, the equation 13 suggests, with a xed size m of the Krylov basis to use a small
number of subdomains.
 In a wide range of parallel superomputers, eah ompute node is made of several
proessors aessing more or less the same global memory spae (see Figure 7.a).
Usually, this spae is logially divided by the resoure manager if only a subset of
proessors is sheduled. As a result, the alloated spae ould not be suient to
handle all the data assoiated to a subdomain; it is therefore neessary to shedule for
more proessors in a node to aess the amount of required memory. In this situation,
with the one level of parallelism, only one proessor will be working (The proessor P0
for instane in Figure 7.b). However, if a new level of parallelism is introdued inside
eah sheduled node, all the proessors ould ontribute to the treatment of the data
stored into the memory of the node(Figure 7.). Moreover, with this approah, data
assoiated to a partiular subdomain ould be distributed on more than one SMP node;
In this ase, the new level of parallelism is dened aross all the nodes responsible for
a subdomain (Figure 7.d).
3.2 Loal solver in subdomains : Auray and parallelism issues
The sparse linear systems assoiated to subdomains are in the sope of the preonditioner
operator M−1. Therefore, the solutions of these systems an be obtained more or less
aurately:
 An aurate solution, with a diret solver for instane, leads to a powerful preondi-
tioner, thus aelerating the onvergene of the global iterative method. This approah
is usually known as hybrid diret/iterative tehnique. The drawbak here is the sig-
niant memory needed in eah subdomain. Indeed, not only the loal submatrix Ak
should be stored but also the Lk and Uk matries from its LU fatorization. With the
presene of ll-in during numerial fatorization, the size of those fators an inrease
signiantly ompared to the size of the original submatrix.
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(d) : One subdomain/two SMP Nodes
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P2 P3P1P0
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Figure 7: Distribution of subdomains on SMP nodes
 The problem of memory an be overome by using an inomplete (ILU) fatorization of
loal matries, thus produing fast solutions in subdomains with fair auray. In this
ase, the global iterative method is more likely to stagnate for some omplex problems.
An alternative ould be to used an iterative method inside eah subdomain. However,
a large dierene in the auray of loal solutions ould hange the expression of the
preonditioner between external yles of GMRES.
So far, only the numerial auray and the memory issues have being disussed but
not the underlying parallel programming model. Beforehand, we assume that a parallel
diret solver is used within eah omputing node when there is enough memory, otherwise
an inomplete solver is applied. On SMP nodes with proessors sharing the same memory,
solvers that distribute tasks among omputing units by using thread model are of natural
use (Spooles [3℄, PaStiX [25℄, PARDISO [36℄). On the other side, high performant sparse
solvers that use the message-passing model are intended primarily for distributed memory
proessors. Nevertheless, on SMP nodes, this approah an be used eiently with the avail-
ability of intranode ommuniation hannels for the underlying message passing interfae
(MPI) [12, 21℄. These hannels are appropriate for the large amount of ommuniations
introdued between proessors during the solution in subdomains; for instane the ompar-
ative study in [2, Set. 5℄ give a volume and size of these ommuniations for some diret
solvers. As the exhanged messages are of small size, a good data transfer an be obtained
inside SMP nodes [11, 30℄. Moreover, it is possible to split a subdomain on more than one
SMP node. For all these reasons, we use primarily distributed diret solvers in subdomains
for the seond level of parallelism.
3.3 Main steps of the parallel solver
The solver is omposed of the same steps whether a omplete or inomplete fatorization is
used for the subsystems:
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1. Initialization : During the rst step, the global matrix A is permuted in blok diag-
onal form by the host proess (see Figure 1). After that, the loal matries Ak and Ck
should be distributed to other proesses. If a distributed solver is used in subdomains,
then the proessors are dispathed in multiple ommuniators. For instane, the Fig-
ure 8 shows a distribution of four SMP nodes with four proesses around two levels
of MPI ommuniators. The rst level is intended for the ommuniation aross the
subdomains. Hene in this ommuniator, the submatries are distributed to the level
0 proesses (i.e Pk,0 where k = 0 . . . p− 1 and p the number of subdomains). Then for
eah subdomain k, a seond ommuniator is reated between the level 1 proesses to
manage ommuniations inside the subdomains (i.e Pk,j where j = 0 . . . pk − 1 and pk
the number of proesses in the subdomain k).
Level 0 MPI  COMM.
                        
Level 1
MPI  COMMs.
P0,0 P0,1
P1,2 P1,3P1,1
P0,2 P0,3
P1,0
P3,1 P3,3P3,2P3,0
P2,1 P2,3P2,2
D1
D0
D4
D3 P2,0
Figure 8: MPI ommuniators for the two levels of parallelism
2. Setup : In this phase, the symboli and numerial fatorization are performed on
submatries Ak by the underlying loal solver. This step is purely parallel aross
all the subdomains. At the end of this phase, the fators Lk and Uk reside in the
proessors responsible for the subdomain k. This is totally managed by the underlying
loal solver. Prior to this phase, a preproessing step an be performed to sale the
elements of the matrix.
3. Solve : This is the iterative phase of the solver. With an initial guess x0 and the
shifts λj , the solver omputes all the equations (5-10) as outlined here:
(a) Pipeline omputation of Vm+1
(b) Parallel QR fatorization Vm+1 = Qm+1Rm+1
() Sequential omputation of G¯m suh that M
−1AVm = Qm+1G¯m on the proess
Pp−1,0.
(d) Sequential solution of least-square problem (10) for ym on the proess Pp−1,0.
(e) Broadast the vetor ym to proesses Pk,0
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(f) Paralle omputation of xm = x0 + Vmym
The onvergene is reahed when ||b−Ax|| < ǫ||b|| otherwise the proess restarts with
x0 = xm. When two levels of parallelism are used during the omputation of Vm,
level 1 proessors perform multiple bakward and forward sweeps in parallel to solve
loal systems. After the parallel QR fatorization in step 3b, the expliit Q fator is
never formed expliitly. Indeed, only the unfatored basis V is used to apply the new
orretion as shown in step 3f. Nevertheless, a routine to form this fator is provided
in the solver for general purposes.
4 Numerial experiments
In this setion, we perform several experiments to demonstrate the parallel performane and
the numerial robustness of our parallel solver on a wide range of real problems. In setion
4.1, we give rst the software and the hardware arhiteture on whih the tests are done.
The setions 4.3 and 4.4 provide intensive results in terms of salability and robustness on
several tests ases. Those ases listed in Table 1 are taken from various soures, ranging
from publi repositories to industrial softwares
4.1 Software and hardware framework
The solver is named GPREMS
1
(Gmres PREonditioned by Multipiative Shwarz).
It is intended to be deployed on distributed memory omputers that ommuniate through
message passing (MPI). The parallelism in subdomains is based either on message passing
or threads model depending on the underlying solver. The whole library is built on top of
PETS (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Sienti Computation) [8, 9℄. The motivation of
this hoie is the uniform aess to a wide range of external pakages for the linear systems
in subdomain. Moreover, the PETS pakage provide several optimized funtions and data
strutures to manipulate the distributed matries and vetors. A Figure 9 gives the position
BLAS LAPACK SCALAPACK BLACS MPI
KSP
(Krylov Subspace Methods)
PC
(Preconditioners)
INDEX SETSVECTORSMATRICES
SuperLU_DISTMUMPS HYPRE PaStiX
GPREMS APPLICATIONS CODES
LE
V
EL
 O
F 
A
BS
TR
A
CT
IO
N
EX
TE
R
N
A
L 
PA
CK
A
G
ES
Figure 9: GPREMS library in PETS
of GPREMS in the abstration layer of PETS. We give only the omponents that are used
1
A publi liense will be released soon
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by GPREMS. For a omplete referene on PETS environment, please refer to [8℄. Although
GPREMS uses the PETS environment, it is not distributed as a part of PETS libraries.
Nevertheless, the library is ongured easily one a usable version of PETS is available on
the targeted arhiteture.
All the tests in this paper are performed on the IBM p575 SMP nodes onneted through
the Inniband DDR network. Eah node is omposed of 32 Power6 proessors sharing the
same L3 ahe. A Power6 proessor is a dual-ore 2-way SMT with a peak frequeny at 4.7
GHz. Figure 10 (obtained with hwlo[10℄) shows the topology of the rst eight proessors in
one ompute node. A total of 128 nodes is available in this superomputer (named Vargas
2
)
whih is part of the Frenh CNRS-IDRIS omputing failities.
System(128GB)
L3(32MB)
L2 (4MB) L2 (4MB) L2 (4MB) L2 (4MB)
Core#0 Core#1 Core#2 Core#3 Core#4 Core#5 Core#6 Core#7
P#0 P#1 P#2 P#3 P#4 P#5 P#6 P#7 P#8 P#9 P#10 P#11 P#12 P#13 P#14 P#15
Figure 10: Vargas Arhiteture
4.2 Test matries
This setion gives the main harateristis of the set of problems under study.
The rst set is taken from the University of Florida (UFL) Sparse Matrix Colletion [15℄.
In this set, we hoose the problems MEMCHIP and PARA-4 respetively from Freesale and
Shenk_ISEI diretories; main harateristis of whih are given in Table 1. The MEMCHIP
Table 1: General properties of the four test matries
Matrix Name MEMCHIP PARA_4 CASE_004 CASE_017
Order 2,707,524 153,226 7,980 381,689
No. entries (nnz) 14,810,202 2,930,882 430,909 37,464,962
Entries per row 5 19 53 98
Pattern symmetry 91% 100% 88% 93%
2D/3D problem No yes 2D 3D
Soure UFL (K. Gullapalli) UFL (O. Shenk) FLUOREM FLUOREM
problem arise from iruit simulation eld. The density of the assoiated matrix is rather
small. The number of entries is about 1.4 · 106 but the nonzeros elements per row reveals a
rather small density. Hene, this problem is easily solved with GPREMS using an inomplete
fatorization in subdomains. We present the results with this ase in setion 4.3. The next
matrix is PARA-4 oming from 2D semiondutor devie simulations. Compared to the
previous problem, the geometry of this problem makes it diult to solve. Hene, we hoose
this matrix to show the robustness of our solver when it is ombined with a diret solver in
subdomains. Again, the results on this are shown in setion 4.3.
The seond set ontains two test matries (CASE_004 and CASE_017) provided by
FLUOREM [20℄, a uid dynamis software publisher. In those ases, the sparse matrix
orresponds to the global jaobian matrix resulting from the partial rst-order derivatives of
2
http://www.idris.fr/su/Salaire/vargas/hw-vargas.html
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the disrete steady Euler or Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The derivatives are
done with respet to the seven onservative uid variables (mass: ρ, momentum :[ρu, ρv, ρw],
energy: ρE, turbulene: [ρk, ρω] with k − ω); the steady equation an be roughly written
as F(Q) = 0 where Q denotes the uid variables and F(Q) the divergene of the ux
funtion. If Qh and Fh are the nite volume disretizations over the omputational domain
of Q and F respetively, then the matrix A of the linear system (1) is the global jaobian
matrix JFh(Qh). A ∈ R
n×n
is non-symmetri and indenite and when the stationary ow
is dominated by advetion, it orresponds to a strongly non-ellipti operator. The two-level
parallelism is then useful in those ases in that, we an inrease the number of proessors
to speed up the overall exeution time while providing the guarantee that the number of
iterations will remain almost onstant. Setion 4.4 gives the results with the multilevel
approah on the CASE_017 ase. The matrix CASE_004 is used to show the numerial
robustness of GPREMS ompared to the additive Shwarz approah implemented in PETS.
4.3 Convergene and salability studies on MEMCHIP and PARA-
4 ases
We disuss here the results of the numerial onvergene of GPREMS on the two problems
MEMCHIP and PARA-4. We use respetivelym = 12 and m = 24 as the size of the Newton
basis (searh diretions) for the two ases. Note that the iterative proess stops when the
relative residual norm ||b −Ax||/||b|| is less than 10−8 or when 1500 iterations are reahed.
The total number of iterations is usually a multiple of m as the Newton basis should be
generated a priori; hene the onvergene is tested only at eah external yle. ILU(p)
denotes a use of an inomplete fatorization in subdomains with p levels of ll-in in fatored
matrix. The pakage used to perform this fatorization is EUCLID[26℄ from the HYPRE
suite [19℄. Some other problems like PARA-4 are more diult to solve. Hene the use of
hybrid diret-iterative solver is neessary to ahieve a good onvergene in a reasonable CPU
time. The MUMPS [1℄ pakage is then used at this point. On all ases so far, the relative
residual norm of the omputed solution is given with respet to the number of iterations.
We ompare the onvergene history on 4, 8 and 16 subdomains. Following the onvergene
history, we give the CPU time spent in the various phases: the initialization phase, the setup
phase and the iterative phase.
For the MEMCHIP ase with about 1.5 · 107 entries, it takes less than 25 yles to
onverge as shown on Figure 11.(a). Moreover, the number of iterations tends to derease
with 16 subdomains. The ILU(0) fatorization is used in subdomains meaning that no new
elements are allowed during the numerial fatorization and thus no more spae is needed.
This has the eet to speed-up the setup phase and the appliation of the M−1 operator
in the iterative step. The CPU times of these steps are shown in Table 2 along with the
initialization time (Init) and the total time. These results prove the salability for almost
all the steps in GPREMS. Apart from the initialization step whih is sequential, all others
steps benet from the rst level of parallelism in the method. The setup phase is fully
parallel aross the subdomains. Here eah proess responsible for a subdomain performs
a sequential fatorization on its loal matrix. As the size of those submatries dereases
with the number of subdomains, the setup time dereases as well. The iterative part of the
solver (given by Iter. loop time in Table 2) sales very well in this ase. For instane, 300
iterations of GMRES are performed in less than 103 s. when using 4 subdomains in the blok-
diagonal partitioning. With 8 subdomains, the method requires 312 iterations (26 restarts
or yles) omputed in less than 65 s. When the problem is subdivided into 16 subdomains,
the method reveals a superlinear speedup, thanks to the rather small number of iterations
needed to onverge. This is a partiular ase probably due to the unpreditable properties
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of the inomplete solver in subdomains, the ILU fatorization for instane. Indeed, this
partiular ase on 16 subdomains does not appear when ILU(1) is used; see Figure 11.(b).
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Figure 11: Convergene history with MEMCHIP ase on 4, 8 and 16 subdomains
Table 2: MEMCHIP : CPU Time for various numbers of subdomains; ILU(0) is used in
subdomains
#Proessors #Subdomains Iterations CPU Time (s.)
Init Setup Iter. loop Time/Iter Total
4 4 48 26.38 3.39 33.2 0.69 62.97
8 8 72 27.4 2.03 25.98 0.36 55.41
16 16 60 30.41 1 17.59 0.29 49
Obviously, when the subsystems are solved approximately, the global method looses
some robustness. Thus for many 2D/3D ases, the number of iterations gets very large and
onsequently the overall time needed to onverge is too high. We illustrate this behaviour
with the PARA-4 2D ase. An inomplete LU fatorization (ILU(2)) is rst performed on
eah submatrix to solve the systems indued by the preonditioner operator. The ILU(2)
fatorization keeps the seond-order ll-ins in the fators, leading to a more aurate pre-
onditioner than that with ILU(0). However, this is not good enough to ahieve a good
onvergene rate as in the previous ase. For instane in Figure 12.(a), after reahing 10−7,
the residual norm tends to stagnate. This an be observed either with 4, 8 or 16 subdomains.
On the other hand, it takes a ertain time to setup the blok matries for the iterative phase
as shown in Table 3. It an be seen that the maximum time overall proessors (Setup) to
get the inomplete fatorization of loal matries is twie than the time of the iterative loop.
Now if a diret solver is used within eah subdomain, the method will get a better
onvergene thanks to auray ahieved during the appliation of the preonditioner. This
behaviour is observed in Figure 12.(b) in whih we show the onvergene history for the
number of subdomains under study. The number of iterations grows slightly when we
hange from 4 to 8 subdomains. This does not impat the overall time spent in the iterative
step as shown in the seond part of the Table 3. Indeed, this step reveals a very good
speedup as we only need 35 s. with 8 subdomains ompared to 45 s. for 4 subdomains.
With 16 proessors (subdomains), the total time ontinues to derease, even with the slight
inrease of the global number of iterations. It is also worth pointing out the time spent
in the setup phase. It takes roughly 5 s. on four proessors to perform the symboli and
the numerial fatorization of the submatries. Note that eah proess holds a loal matrix
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Figure 12: Convergene history with PARA-4 ase on 4, 8 and 16 subdomains
assoiated to one subdomain. Hene, the setup time is the maximum time overall ative
proessors. When the matrix is splitted into 16 subdomains, the size of these submatries
is rather small and the setup time drops to 1 s. This is almost 400 times smaller than
that with the ILU(2) fatorization. The main reason is the algorithm used by the two
methods. In MUMPS, almost all the operations are done on blok matries (the so-alled
frontal matries) via alls to level 2 and level 3 BLAS funtions. Therefore, the dierent
levels of the ahe memory are used eiently during the numerial fatorization whih is
the most time-onsuming step. Moreover, a multithreaded BLAS is linked to MUMPS to
further speedup the method on SMP nodes. For this reason and the rather small size of
submatries, the seond level of parallelism is not applied up to this point.
Table 3: PARA-4 : CPU Time of GPREMS(24) for various number of subdomains and
various types of solvers in subdomains;
#D #Pro. Iter. CPU Time (s.)
Init Setup Iter. loop Time/Iter Total sp ep
Inomplete solver in subdomains (ILU(2) - EUCLID)
4 4 1008 1.33 418.17 654.45 0.65 1073.95 - -
8 8 1008 1.31 409.68 599.64 0.59 1010.63 1.06 0.53
16 16 1008 1.51 398.61 542.75 0.54 942.87 1.14 0.28
Diret solver in subdomains (LU - MUMPS)
4 4 144 1.32 5.12 45.43 0.32 51.87 - -
8 8 216 1.26 1.67 35.06 0.16 37.98 1.37 0.68
16 16 240 1.37 0.73 29.21 0.12 31.31 1.66 0.41
In Table 3, we also give the speedup and eieny of the method relatively to four
proessors. Clearly, sp = T4/Tp and ep = 4sp/p. We observe that the eieny is dereasing
very fast with the number of subdomains. With ILU(2) in subdomains for instane, the
eieny on 8 and 16 subdomains are respetively 0.53 and 0.28. This behaviour an be
explained by the the formula in Equation (13) as p should be keeped small relatively to m.
This is one of the reasons to use the seond level of parallelism inside the subdomains.
4.4 Benets of the two-levels parallelism
Now, let us onsider the FLUOREM problem CASE_017 listed in Table 1. The geometry
of this 3D ase is a jet engine ompressor. Although the turbulent variables are frozen
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during the dierentiation, this test ase is diult to solve as shown in a short omparative
study involving some distributed linear solvers [28℄. From this study, solvers that ombine
hybrid diret-iterative approahes like GPREMS provide an eient way to deal with suh
problems. However, the number of subdomains should be kept small to provide a fast
onvergene. Therefore the two-levels of parallelism introdued in setion 3.2 provide the
way to do this eiently even with a large number of proessors. In Table 4, we report the
benet of using this approah on the above-named 3D ase. We keep 4 and 8 subdomains
and we inrease the total number of proessors. As a result, almost all the steps in GPREMS
get a notieable speedup. Typially, with 4 subdomains, when only one proessor is ative,
the time to setup the blok matries is almost 203 s. and the time spent in the iterative loop
is 622 s. Moving to 8 ative proessors dereases these times to 59 s. and 181 s. respetively.
The same observation an be done when using 8 subdomains, in whih ase the overall time
drops from 540 s. to 238 s. Note that the overall time inludes the rst sequential step that
permutes the matrix in blok-diagonal form and distributes the blok matries to all ative
proessors.
The last two olumns of Table 4 give the intranode speedup and eieny of GPREMS.
This is dierent from the ones omputed with one level of parallelism. Clearly, we want
to show the benet of adding more proessors in a subdomain. Hene, if d is the number
of subdomains, sp = Td/Tp and ep = dsp/p where Tp is the CPU time on p proessors.
When we add more proessors in eah subdomain, we observe a notieable speedup; with
8 subdomains for instane, the speedup moves from 1.18 to 2.28 when 1 and 8 proesses
are used within eah subdomain. However, a look on the eieny reveals a quite poor
salability. This is a general observation when the tests are done on multiore nodes, when
the ompute units share the same memory bandwith; indeed, the speed of sparse matrix
omputations are determined rather by the size of this memory bandwith than the lok
rate of CPUs. Nevertheless, the total CPU time to get the solution always suggests to use
all the available proessors/ores in the ompute node; Note that these proessors in the
node would be idle otherwise as they are sheduled to aess more memory.
Table 4: Benets of the two-levels of parallelism for various phases of GPREMS on CASE_17
with a restart at 64 and MUMPS diret solver in subdomains
#D #Pro. Iter. CPU Time (s.)
Init Setup Iter. loop Time/Iter Total sp ep
4 4 128 70.78 203.67 622.94 4.87 897.39 - -
8 128 70.77 125.77 411.42 3.21 607.96 1.48 0.74
16 128 69.79 73.15 280.41 2.19 423.35 2.12 0.53
32 128 70.77 59.44 181.45 1.42 311.66 2.88 0.36
8 8 256 69.91 71.73 399.34 1.56 540.98 - -
16 256 70.36 42.99 343.25 1.34 456.59 1.18 0.59
32 256 71.61 28.72 206.7 0.81 307.02 1.76 0.44
64 256 71.85 20.85 144.79 0.57 237.49 2.28 0.28
4.5 Numerial robustness of GPREMS
In this setion, our aim is to show the robustness of the GPREMS solver on CASE_004
listed in Table 1. The matrix of this 2D test ase orresponds to the global jaobian of
the disrete steady Euler equation [20℄. The two turbulent variables are kept during the
dierentiation prediting a diult onvergene for any iterative method. The reiproal
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ondition number is estimated to be 3.27 · 10−6. The matrix is permuted into 4 blok
diagonal matries produing loal matries with approximately 2,000 rows/olumns and
120,000 nonzeros entries. For these relatively small blok matries, we hoose an inomplete
loal solver in subdomains when applying the M−1 operator. We also allow 5 degrees of
ll-ins (ILU(5)) during the inomplete numerial fatorization. Figure 13 gives the history
of the preonditioned residual norm at eah restart for 16 and 32 Krylov vetors. This norm
drops to 10−11 in less than 200 iterations for GPREMS(16) with ILU(5) in subdomains.
When the size of the Krylov subspae varies to 32, the residual vetor reahes 10−9 in less
than 100 iterations. This is almost the same behaviour when a diret solver is used within
the subdomains in whih ase the overall number of iterations is 112 and 96 respetively for
16 and 32 Krylov vetors.
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Figure 13: The multipliative Shwarz approah (GPREMS) ompared to the restrited
additive Shwarz (ASM) on CASE_004; 16 and 32 vetors in the Krylov subspae at eah
restart; 4 subdomains (blok diagonal partitioning in GPREMS and Parmetis for ASM);
loal systems solved with dierent auraies (ILU(5) and LU)
Then we ompare with the restrited additive Shwarz method used as a preonditioner
for GMRES. The tests are done with the implementation provided in PETS release 3.0.0-
p2. Here, the Krylov basis is built with the modied Gram-Shmidt (MGS) method and the
input matrix is partitioned in 4 subdomains using ParMETIS. In Figure 13, we depit again
the preonditioned residual norm with respet to the number of iterations. The urves are
given in magenta with the same line speiations as for GPREMS. The main observation is
that the iterative method stagnates from the rst restart when using ILU(5) in subdomains
(the magenta plain and dash urves). With a diret solver, it is neessary to form 32 Krylov
vetors at eah restart in order to ahieve onvergene (as shown by the magenta dash-dotted
urve).
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5 Conluding remarks
In this paper, we give an implementation of a parallel solver for the solution of linear systems
on distributed-memory omputers. This implementation is based on an hybrid tehnique
that ombines a multipliative Shwarz preonditioner with a GMRES aelerator. A very
good eieny is obtained using a Newton basis GMRES version; hene we dene two levels
of parallelism during the omputation of the orthonormal basis needed by GMRES : The
rst level is expressed through pipeline operations aross all the subdomains. The seond
level uses a parallelism inside third-party solvers to build the solution of subsystems indued
by the domain deomposition. The numerial experiments demonstrate the eieny of this
approah on a wide range of test ases. Indeed, with the rst-order parallelism, we show a
good eieny when using either a diret solver or an inomplete LU fatorization. For the
seond level used within the subdomains, the gain obtained is two-fold: the onvergene is
guaranteed when the number of proessors grows as the number of subdomains remains the
same. The global eieny inreases as we add more proessors in subdomains. Moreover,
on some diult problems, the use of a diret solver in subdomains implies to aess the
whole memory of a SMP node. Therefore, this approah keeps busy all the proessors of
the node and enables a good usage of alloated omputing resoures. Finally, on some test
ases we show that this solver an be ompetitive with respet to other overlapping domain
deomposition preonditioners.
However, more work needs to be done to ahieve very good salability on massively
parallel omputers. Presently, an attempt to inrease the number of subdomains up to 32
inreases the number of iterations as well. The main reason is the form of the multipliative
Shwarz method as eah orretion of the residual vetor should go through all the subdo-
mains. A rst attempt is to use more than two levels of splitting but the eieny of suh
approah is not always guaranteed, speially if the linear system arises from non-ellipti
partial dierential equations. An ongoing work is to keep the two-levels of splitting for the
preonditioner operator and then to further aelerate the GMRES method with spetral
informations gathered during the iterative proess.
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